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Scaling of the ac permittivity in ion-conducting glasses
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Department of Chemical and Nuclear Engineering, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

~Received 1 May 2000!

An approach for scaling the ac conductivity in ion-conducting glasses was recently demonstrated. Here we
demonstrate that this proposed scaling can be applied to the corresponding ac permittivity and thus leads to a
complete description of the scaling of both the real and imaginary components of the dielectric response
associated with ionic relaxation. The origin of this particular scaling is traced to the Kramers-Kronig trans-
forms that relate these two components.
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Scaling and universality are important concepts that a
in many circumstances in our physical world.1 Often one
encounters processes in the laboratory that at first appe
behave differently for differing materials, but which whe
appropriately scaled, display an underlying common beh
ior among all materials. In these instances, scaling and
versality serve to reduce the process to simpler parts so
a deeper understanding might be achieved.

It has been suggested that scaling and universality fea
prominently in the ionic relaxation seen in amorpho
materials.2 In these materials, application of a time
dependent external electric field produces correspond
time-dependent polarization of the material that can be g
erally expressed by a complex~relative! permittivity,

«* ~ f !5«8~ f !2 i«9~ f !. ~1!

This polarization arises from a variety of mechanisms
which charge is displaced from equilibrium, including th
motions of mobile ions. These ions~usually alkali cations!
are loosely bound in the matrix and with sufficient ener
are capable of hopping over local energy barriers so a
diffuse through the matrix. Thus, the polarization is acco
panied at low frequencies by a dc ionic conduction,

s05
gNq2d2

6kT
f H , ~2!

whereN is the total cation concentration,g is the fraction of
that total that is mobile,d is the distance covered in a sing
hop, andf H is the hopping rate. For ion-conducting glasse
is convenient to study the ac conductivity@s( f )
52p f «0«9( f )# in which the ionic polarization and conduc
tion together behave approximately as3–6

s~ f !5s0 „11~ f / f 0!n
…. ~3!

This power-law frequency dependence ofs( f ) has re-
ceived considerable attention over the years. Most notew
thy is the ‘‘universal’’ nature of the feature.4,7–9 The expo-
nent~n! appears to be influenced by the dimensionality of
conduction space,10 but is otherwise independent of temper
ture and ion concentration,11,12 and for many oxide glasses
its value is approximately23.

12 As a result of this consistenc
in the power-law exponent, it is possible in many instan
to scales( f ) as
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~9!/5503~5!/$15.00
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s0
5F1~ f / f 0!, F1~x!'11xn. ~4!

Several examples of such scaling can be found in
literature.11–13

This picture of scaling and universality contrasts shar
with more traditional interpretations of ion dynamics bas
upon modulus@M* ( f )51/«* ( f )# formalisms14 where the
shape of the modulus changes considerably with glass c
position. Specifically,M 9( f ) narrows with decreasing ion
concentration15 and as a consequence, cannot be scaled
any linear fashion like that of Eq.~4!. These changes in
M 9( f ) are not reflected ins( f ), which continues to scale16

with a fixed~i.e., concentration independent! shape.6,11,13In-
deed, the issue of how to best characterize ionic relaxatio
ion-conducting materials has become a topic of hea
debate.17,18

Equation ~3! indicates a characteristic frequency (f 0)
where the dc conduction and power-law dispersion inters
that is given by the condition

s~ f 0!52s0 . ~5!

There is nothing otherwise special about this particular f
quency. It is just a convenient reference point evident
s( f ). One could define other characteristic frequencies t
merely differ by some constant. However, recent efforts h
focused upon determining a less trivial characteristic f
quency defined in terms of meaningful, relevant quantit
such as the temperature and cation concentration. In a re
series of Letters11,12 two groups have proposed various su
relationships. Rolinget al. and co-workers11,19 pioneered the
effort by proposingf 0}s0T/N, and demonstrated how thi
choice of f 0 could successfully scales( f ) spectra for a se-
ries of Na-borate glasses of varying Na concentration. T
choice for f 0 makes sense. One might expect that the ch
acteristic scaling frequency is proportional to the hopp
rate (f H) introduced in Eq.~2! above, and so it follows tha

f 0} f H5S 6k

gq2d2D S s0T

N D . ~6!

Thus the proposal by Roling and co-workers is very much
expression of this proportionality in which the first term
parentheses in Eq.~6! represents the proportionality constan
In subsequent work,12 one of the authors attempted to app
5503 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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this approach to scales( f ) for a series of Na-germanat
glasses of a considerably wider range of Na concentrat
than initially examined by Roling and co-workers11 and was
unable to fully collapse all the spectra to a common ma
curve. It was reasoned that this failure to collapse the spe
stems from an additional concentration dependence of
hopping distance, which is not taken into account by
Roling scaling.

The scaling proposed by Roling and co-workers co
simply be modified to include the hopping distance, but u
like s0 , T, and N, this distance is generally an unknow
Instead it was proposed12 that the problem could be remedie
by choosing

f 05s0 /«0D«, ~7!

whereD«5«s2«` is the magnitude of permittivity increas
due to ionic relaxation. This form forf 0 is consistent with
the Barton-Nakajima-Namikawa relation8 as well as theoret-
ical work by Dyre20 but was chosen on the basis of an an
ogy of ionic relaxation to the rotation of dipoles~of dipole
momentp5qd! for which2

D«5
gNq2d2

3«0kT
. ~8!

If the analogy is valid, then this choice forf 0 should account
for changes in the hopping distance, and leads to the exp
sion of a direct proportionality betweenf 0 and the hopping
rate f H . Indeed it was demonstrated that this second cho
for f 0 @Eq. ~7!# could successfully collapses( f ) for a num-
ber of ionic materials in which nontrivial variations inD«
occur.12

An expression such as Eq.~7! hints at a possible connec
tion between the scaling ofs( f ) and the permittivity. Such a
connection is also anticipated sinces( f ) and«8( f ) are re-
lated by causality through the Kramers–Kronig relatio
Since publication of our scaling proposal, we have recei
repeated inquiries about whether this scaling can also be
plied to the permittivity. In this work, we respond by dem
onstrating a corresponding scaling can be achieved for
permittivity that likewise requiresf 05s0 /«0D«.

We begin with the ionic glassforme
0.4Ca~NO3!2-0.6KNO3 ~CKN!. CKN is a homogeneous mix
ture of two nitrate salts that undergoes a glass transitio
around 60 °C. This moderateTg allows measurements o
s( f ) and «8( f ) to be conveniently obtained both in th
glass as well as in the melt aboveTg . It is generally thought
that K1 is the dominant conducting cation~at least in the
glassy state! while Ca21 and NO3

2 combine to form a rela-
tively immobile network.21 Details about our experimenta
procedures can be found elsewhere,6 and an example o
s( f ) and«8( f ) is shown in Fig. 1 for CKN at 78 °C. In ou
previous work6 with CKN we have demonstrated temper
ture invariant scaling ofs( f ) ~with n50.61! both above and
below Tg .

How should«8( f ) be scaled? We propose two separ
operations are required. First, the high-frequency ‘‘dielec
constant’’ «` should be removed as this dielectric consta
arises not from cation motion, but rather from faster pol
ization mechanisms~atomic, electronic! occurring in the ma-
terial. Second, in a manner analogous with Eq.~4!, the re-
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sulting ionic contribution to the permittivity («82«`) should
be scaled byD«, the magnitude of permittivity change due
ionic relaxation. Thus we propose the permittivity be sca
as

«82«`

D«
5F2~ f / f 0!, F2~x!'xn21 for x.1. ~9!

In attempting to test this scaling on our CKN spectra,
immediately encounter a dilemma. As the example in Fig
demonstrates, our measurements of«8( f ) suffer from elec-
trode polarization~EP! effects. Electrode polarization is
common experimental artifact that stems from the format
of depletion and accumulation layers of cation charge n
the metallic electrodes.22 This in turn produces a large bul
polarization of the specimen, evidenced in Fig. 1 by the ra
increase in«8( f ) with decreasing frequency below about 5
Hz ~for this temperature!. Although the low-frequency pla-
teau («s) is indicated by a slight shoulder in the«8( f ) curve,
it is not feasible to estimateD« by this direct route.

Instead we proceed by an alternative route, inverting
~7! to provideD« given the values ofs0 and f 0 required to
scales( f ). This approach then forces a self-consistent c
straint for scaling both the permittivity and the conductivit
Thus, we begin by scalings( f ) in accordance with Eq.~4!
using the condition given by Eq.~5! to obtain f 0 . The scal-
ing of s( f ) is shown in Fig. 3 below. The resulting shi
imposed upon the permittivity,«8( f / f 0)2«` , is shown in
Fig. 2. Clearly, the mere frequency shift of the permittivi
alone does not complete the scaling. Next, we introduce
self-consistent constraint of determiningD«5s0 /«0f 0 for
each spectrum using the values ofs0 and f 0 required to scale
s( f ). These values ofD« are shown in the inset to Fig. 2
and indicate an approximately fourfold increase inD« upon
passing through the glass transition near 60 °C. Furtherm
inspection of the ionic permittivity in Fig. 2 shows a system
atic vertical displacement of each spectrum with increas
temperature that corresponds closely with the temperat
dependent increase in ourD« calculated from Eq.~7!. In-
deed, when we divide each spectrum by its respectiveD«
@see Eq.~9!#, the permittivity ~not including the EP contri-
bution! collapses to a common curve, as shown in Fig. 3

FIG. 1. The ac conductivity~open symbols! and permittivity
~filled symbols! of CKN at 77.8 °C.
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Before proceeding to other examples, we wish to co
ment briefly upon the increase ofD« that occurs in CKN
upon passing through the glass transition. Others18 have re-
cently argued that this increase is the result of changes in
shape of the electric modulus. However, these shape cha
in the modulus occur in the absence of any correspond
shape changes ins( f ),6 and are believed by some6,23,24 to
arise from the sensitivity of the electric modulus to nonion
scales like«` . Instead, we suspect the source of this roug
fourfold increase inD«, seen here and reported by others,18,21

is changes occurring in the population of mobile catio
Below Tg , K1 cations are the dominant conducting speci
But at temperatures well aboveTg , it reasons that Ca21 cat-
ions may also exhibit substantial mobility~more so than the
larger nitrate anions!. To test this we consider howD«, given
by Eq. ~8!, would change as Ca21 cations are added to th
mobile population. Just belowTg , the K1 cations would
contribute

FIG. 2. The ionic permittivity of CKN at various temperature
~in °C! plotted against the scaled frequency. The inset shows
temperature dependence ofDe determined from Eq.~7! above and
below the glass transition (Tg'60 °C).

FIG. 3. The ac conductivity and ionic permittivity of CKN at th
nine temperatures of Fig. 2 scaled according to Eqs.~4! and ~9!,
respectively, withf 0 given by Eq.~7!. The two solid lines indicate
the limiting power-law dependence of each.
-
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D«gl5D«K5
NKe2dK

2

3«0kTg
.

Just aboveTg , D« would be increased to

D« liq5D«K1D«Ca5
e2

3«0kTg
~NKdK

2 14NCadCa
2 !.

Assuming equal hopping distances (dK5dCa), we obtain

D« liq /D«gl5114~NCa/NK!,

which, from the chemical composition for CKN, yield
D« liq /D«gl53.67, accounting for much of the experime
tally observed increase.

In an effort to support the general validity of our propos
scaling of the permittivity and conductivity, we present tw
additional examples. The first is the potassium thiobor
glasses studied by Patel and Martin15 in which a factor of 10
changes inD« occur as a result of changes in the alk
content. The second is a AgI-doped AgPO3 glass, in which
D« exhibits a systematic temperature dependence.25 As
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, both systems can be scaled
common set of scaling curves as described by Eqs.~4! and
~9!.

In these last two cases we note that the EP contribu
also appears to collapse as well. This is unexpected since
is an interfacial phenomenon that is unrelated to the die
tric response of the bulk material to which the scaling
believed to apply. At present we can only conclude that
apparent scaling of EP is a fortuitous result, which requi
further investigation.

The scaling expressions@Eqs. ~4! and ~9!# portray a re-
markable type of scaling where the two vertical scales (s0 ,
and D«! serve to determine the horizontal (f 0) scale. The
origin of this we believe stems from hows(v52p f ) and
«8(v) are related by Kramers-Kronig relations.

The Kramers-Kronig relations relate the real and ima
nary parts of the dielectric susceptibility,x* (v)5x8(v)
2 ix9(v), where

e FIG. 4. The ac conductivity and ionic permittivity of potassiu
thioborate glasses~Ref. 15! at five mole fractions of K2S scaled
according to Eqs.~4! and~9!, respectively, withf 0 given by Eq.~7!.
The inset shows the dependence ofDe with varying K2S content.
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x8~v!5«8~v!2«` ,

x9~v!5«9~v!2s0 /v«05@s~v!2s0#/v«0 ,

through transformations in angular frequency:2

x8~v!5
2

pE0

` yx9~y!

y22v2 dy,

x9~v!52
2

p
vE

0

` x8~y!

y22v2 dy.

The proposed scaling implies that each real and imagin
component can be separated into a frequency-dependen
@associated with the scaling functionsF1(v/vK) and
F2(v/vK)# and a scale factor:

x8~v!5D«F2~v/vK!5D«x red8 ~v/vK!

x9~v!5
s0

vK«0
H F1~v/vK!21

~v/vK! J 5
s0

vK«0
x red9 ~v/vK!.

FIG. 5. The ac conductivity and ionic permittivity o
AgI0.3~AgPO3!0.7 glass~Ref. 25! at five temperatures~in °C! scaled
according to Eqs.~4! and~9!, respectively, withf 0 given by Eq.~7!.
The inset shows the temperature dependence ofDe. The upper
dashed curve shows the variation ofx red8 ( f / f 0). The lower dashed
curve is the corresponding Kramers-Kronig transform,x red9 ( f / f 0).
ics
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Since x8(v) and x9(v) must satisfy the Kramers-Kronig
transforms, it follows thatx red8 (v/vK) and x red9 (v/vK),
which contain all the frequency dependence, must also
isfy these transforms and that

vK5s0 /«0D«.

Thus we find that our empirical scaling ansatz@Eq. ~7!# just
expresses a constraint imposed by the Kramers-Kronig r
tions.

However, the above consideration of the Kramers-Kro
relations points to a characteristic frequencyf K5vK/2p,
which is a factor of 2p lower thanf 0 given by our Eq.~7!.
Again, there is nothing particularly special aboutf 0 ; it is just
a convenient reference point fors( f ). What then is signifi-
cant aboutf K5 f 0/2p? To see the significance off K , we
have taken the scaling functionF2( f / f 0) for the AgI-doped
glass and numerically26 performed the Kramers-Kronig
transform to obtain the correspondingx red9 ( f / f 0). The result,
included in Fig. 5, indicates that the frequencyf K corre-
sponds closely to the position of the peak inx red9 and the
transition inF2( f / f 0) where the low-frequency plateau be
gins to cease.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the ac dielec
response of ion-conducting glasses can be scaled as

s

s0
5F1S «0D«

s0
f D and

«82«`

D«
5F2S «0D«

s0
f D ,

provided the scaling function@F1(x) andF2(x)# remain in-
variant. This finding enhances the previously proposed s
ing for the ac conductivity and will hopefully stimulate ne
theoretical descriptions of the microscopic relaxation of io
in these materials. We also hope that these results will ai
the proper dissection of dielectric data obtained in such i
conducting materials, thus helping to resolve a long deba
issue.
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